
SATURDAY, 11TH JUNE 2022



TIMETABLE OF EVENTS 

The Festival of Porsche Scotland, Our Wings and Wheels day

Our day will consist of hidden gems, show and shines, trophies, live music, surprising treats, and roads less travelled.

8.45am: The National Museum of Flight has granted private hire for Porsche Club GB members, where you can explore  
its fascinating aviation collections including a 1940s Spitfire, Concorde and the recently acquired Red Arrows Hawk T1A.

9.00 - 10am: Private tours of Concorde for PCGB Members and their invited guests. Climb aboard the world’s most  
iconic supersonic jet for a once in a lifetime experience. Don’t forget to take your cameras!

10am: Join us for a privately arranged PCGB Members-only hot Scottish breakfast at the Aviator Cafe. Breakfast will  
be served in hot chaffing dishes so members can help themselves and will include bacon, sausage and egg rolls with  
tea and coffee.

11.25am: Ladies and Gentlemen start your engines! PCGB members prepare to depart in convoy along the awesome 
driving roads in the Scottish Borders route to Thirlestane Castle.

Midday: Thirlestane Castle opens exclusively to Club members with their invited guests. Members will have the 
opportunity to display their Porsches in a Show n’ Shine event. Prizes include a Porsche Silverstone Experience and the 
use of a Porsche for the weekend!

12:15pm: Pirelli Simulator and Porsche Centre Edinburgh open to guests and competitors!

12.30pm: Porsche Centre Edinburgh will have 10 Porsche models available for members to test drive throughout the 
afternoon. In order to expedite the process please bring your UK Driving License and additionally a DVLA check code that 
can be printed or shown on your phone:https://www.gov.uk/view-driving-licence

12.40pm: Convoy from the National Museum of Flight will arrive to a grand pipers entrance. 

1.30pm: Walking Tour of the Castle - Meet at the main entrance gates.

1.45pm: Photo Workshop - Meet at the castle entrance for an informative photo workshop with Lightdraw who will teach 
you how to take the best shots of your cars.

2.30pm: Talk with Mike Wilds, a British racing driver who, in addition to other racing experiences, has raced at Le Mans 
eight times and raced in F1 eight times. This is a unique opportunity to hear from a driver that has experienced Le Mans 
at the same time as Le Mans 2022 is live. 

2.45pm: Walking Tour of the Castle - Meet at the main entrance

3.30pm: Photo Workshop - Meet at the castle entrance for an informative photo workshop with Lightdraw who will teach 
you on both camera and phones how to take the best shots of your cars.

4pm: Pirelli Simulator challenge finale

4.15: Prize winners announced at Porsche Club Edinburgh stand.

4.45pm: Farewell grand parade exit! We welcome everyone to jump in their cars and meet at the entrance where we will 
parade our pride and joys as we depart the castle! All captured on film and drone for you to treasure forever! It is set to be 
a spectacle and a grand way to finish the day! Flag waving and horn beeping is positively encouraged! Be sure to grab one 
from our Porsche Club GB Team! Strictly Porsche cars only.

5pm: Wings and Wheels Closes! Guidbye Bye Bye for noo See ye efter! 


